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	C Programming for Arduino, 9781849517584 (1849517584), Packt Publishing, 2013

	Building your own electronic devices is fascinating fun and this book helps you enter the world of autonomous but connected devices. After an introduction to the Arduino board, you'll end up learning some skills to surprise yourself.


	Overview

	
		Use Arduino boards in your own electronic hardware & software projects
	
		Sense the world by using several sensory components with your Arduino boards
	
		Create tangible and reactive interfaces with your computer
	
		Discover a world of creative wiring and coding fun!



	In Detail


	Physical computing allows us to build interactive physical systems by using software & hardware in order to sense and respond to the real world. C Programming for Arduino will show you how to harness powerful capabilities like sensing, feedbacks, programming and even wiring and developing your own autonomous systems.


	C Programming for Arduino contains everything you need to directly start wiring and coding your own electronic project. You’ll learn C and how to code several types of firmware for your Arduino, and then move on to design small typical systems to understand how handling buttons, leds, LCD, network modules and much more.


	After running through C/C++ for the Arduino, you'll learn how to control your software by using real buttons and distance sensors and even discover how you can use your Arduino with the Processing framework so that they work in unison. Advanced coverage includes using Wi-Fi networks and batteries to make your Arduino-based hardware more mobile and flexible without wires. If you want to learn how to build your own electronic devices with powerful open-source technology, then this book is for you.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand what an Arduino board is
	
		Sense the world through a variety of digital inputs
	
		Feel the world with analog sensors
	
		Design a visual output feedback system
	
		Use Max6 and Processing with Arduino
	
		Connect your Arduino to wired and wireless networks
	
		Add GPS localisation modules to your Arduino



	Approach


	Written as a practical Packt book brimming with engaging examples, C Programming for Arduino will help those new to the amazing open source electronic platform so that they can start developing some great projects from the very start.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is great for people who want to learn how to design & build their own electronic devices. From interaction design art school students to the do-it-yourself hobbyist, or even simply people who want to learn electronics, this book will help by adding a new way to design autonomous but connected devices.
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Mission Critical Internet SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2000
The best security for a network segment is isolation, but that's not an option if you want your users to enjoy Internet connectivity. Mission Critical Internet Security explores your options for protecting your network from attack across the Internet, emphasizing firewall solutions from Cisco, Symantec, Microsoft, and Check Point. This...

		

Organic Chemistry As a Second Language: Second Semester TopicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Readers continue to turn to Klein's Organic Chemistry As a Second Language: Second Semester Topics, 4th Edition because it enables them to better understand fundamental principles, solve problems, and focus on what they need to know to succeed. The fourth edition explores the major principles in the field and explains why...


		

The AMA Handbook of LeadershipAMACOM, 2010

	The AMA Handbook of Leadership features insights from best-of-the-best thought leaders and executive leadership coaches on topics from talent development, the arts and leadership, and competitive advantage through leadership, to leading across cultures, sustainability, executive transition, and many more timeless (and timely) issues....





	

Beginning Windows Phone 7 Application Development: Building Windows Phone Applications Using Silverlight and XNAWrox Press, 2011

	Discover the core concepts essential for developing apps for Windows Phone


	Silverlight and XNA provide you with a powerful development platform and key tools for programming Windows Phone 7 series applications. This book offers a foundation for using the tools required for Windows Phone 7 development, including Visual Studio...


		

Computer Vision/Computer Graphics Collaboration Techniques: 5th International Conference, MIRAGE 2011, Rocquencourt, France, October 10-11, 2011.Springer, 2011


	This volume collects the papers accepted for presentation at MIRAGE 2011.

	The MIRAGE conference is recognized internationally with presentations

	coming from 19 countries despite the large worldwide economical crisis. Submissions

	from Asia dropped compared with two years ago, and were fewer, than

	those from Europe. France proved...

		

Practical Programming for Strength TrainingThe Aasgaard Company, 2006

	Practical Programming offers a different approach to exercise programming than that typically found in other exercise texts. Based on a combined 60+ years of academic expertise, elite-level coaching experience, and the observation of thousands of novice trainees, the authors present a chronological analysis of the response to exercise as it...
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